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ABSTRACT
This article is basedonthe theory of vortex gravitation and physical
abnormalities of the Earth- slowingits rotation. Defined orbital acceleration,
weight, approach to the Sunand the ageof our planet. Offered to justify the
creation of planetary material in the center of the Earth torsion, and not as the
accumulation of cosmic dust and meteorites from outer space.
Keywords: theoryof vortex gravitation, celestial mechanics, cosmology,
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1.

INTRODUCTION
From the earliestages people believed that the Earth's rotation around its axis and revolves
around the Sun has always happened and is happening always in identical periods. Doubts about the
constancy of the speed of rotation of the earth arose after the discovery of E.Halley in 1695 secular
acceleration of the moon's motion. The idea of the secular slowing rotation of the Earth under the
influence of tidal friction was first proposed by Kantin 1755. Nowadays Richard Stephenson from
Durham University in the UK, based on the descriptions of hundreds of solar and lunar eclipses last
2,700 years, came to the conclusion that the Earth continues slow (Journal for the History of
Astronomy b. 39, page. 229, 2008).
Cause slowing of the Earthare called by many factors. These include the gravitational
influence of the moon and sun, braking cosmic dust, atmospheric and geophysical processes and
many other physical phenomena.
In this paper,conventional explanationsirregular rotationof the earthunderstood as an
unproven and (or) is negligibly small. External gravitational influences or atmospheric effects cannot
only slow, but also accelerate the Earth's rotation.
The genesis of our planet,including the slowing of its rotation, fully explained by the theory
of vortex gravitation, cosmology and cosmogony (S. Orlov.Foundation of vortex gravitation,
cosmology and cosmogony. Global journal of science Frontier research. Physic and Space Science
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Volume 12 issue 1 Version 1.0 January, 2012) andthe laws of mechanics. For greater clarity,the
readers, the next chapter outlines theprinciples of the theoryof vortex gravitation.
2. THEORYVORTEX GRAVITATION
Vortex gravitation theory (S. Orlov.Foundation of vortex gravitation, cosmology and
cosmogony. Global journal of science Frontier research. Physic and Space Science Volume 12 issue
1 Version 1.0 January 2012) is based onthe well-known astronomical facts-allcelestial objects
revolve. The most logical explanation of the cause of this movement can be only one - the rotation
of celestial objects spawned vortex rotation of cosmic matter – ether. Ether forms a global system of
inter connected space vortices. Orbital velocity in each vortexether(torsion), decreasing from the
centerto the periphery ofthe lawof the inverse squareof theremoval. According to the laws of
aerodynamics-the slower therate, the morepressurethere. The pressure gradient generates a
forcepushing towards the zonewith the lowest pressure-to the centerof thetorsion bar. Look fig. 1.
Thus accumulates in the center of the torsion or created cosmic matter of which is generated by a
celestial body.
Consider the equationof vortex gravitationtheoryobtained in.
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Fig.1.Two-dimensional modelof the gravitationalinteraction between the twobodies.
Shown forces acting on the body2. Fc-centrifugal force Fn-attraction force of body 2tobody 1, v2linear velocity of a bodyin orbit2, R - radius of the orbit, r1 - radius of the body1, r2 - radius of the
body2, w1 -the angular velocity of rotation of the etheron the surface ofthe body1, m2 - mass of the
body2.
As already mentioned,the result of motion of the vortexpressure gradient arises. Radial distribution
of pressure and velocity in theether[2]defined on the basis of the Navier-Stokes equations for the
motion of a viscous fluid (gas).
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in cylindrical coordinates, taking into account the radial symmetry vr = vz =0 = v (r), P = P (r),
equation can be writtenas a system.
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where = 8.85x10 kg\m3-the densityof [3], V-ethervelocity vector, P - pressureether,  -viscosity.
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In cylindrical coordinatesmodulegravity
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P
(3)
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thencomparing (2) and (3) for an incompressibleether ( = const), we find that

v(r) 2
(4)
r
The assumption № 1 - Etherpervades all space, including the physical body except nucleons. Volume
V in the formula (4) - an effective volume - the volume of the elementary particles that make up the
body 2. All bodies are composed of electrons, protons and neutrons. Radius of the electron is much
smaller than the radius of the proton and the neutron radius is approximately the same and the last
of the order rn ~ 1.2 ∙ 10-15 m masses of the proton and neutron are approximately the same as mn ~
1.67 ∙ 10-27 kg (rn, mn - the radius and mass of the nucleon).
After the necessarytransformations (full paymentis set outin the theoryvortex gravitation) is
obtained:
1.
Equation for determining the forceof gravitydependingon the rotational speedether
Fп  V ρ

4  π rn  ρ w1  r1  m 2

3  mn
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rn, mn -the radius andmass of the nucleon.
2.
Equations for determining the dependence of the pressure on the body surfaceP0,the
rotational speedether

P0  Pb  ρ w1  r1
2

2

(6)

where P0 - ether pressure at the surface of the body, using the boundary condition P()  Pb
Pb-free ether pressure.
Fig. 2 is a graph showing the pressure distribution in accordance with formula (6).
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Fig.2.Radial distribution ofether pressurefor the Sun.
3. CHANGES IN VOLUME AND MASS OF THE EARTH
According to the theory of vortex gravitation, cosmology and cosmogony, the initial moment
of the appearance of any celestial body was the emergence of space, ether vortex. At the time ofits
inception,each vortexcreated hisvortexgravity(Chapter 2). Vortexgravitycan be regarded
as"generatorworldof matter"that sucksand (or)creates avortexinside theelementary particles. Thus,
the mass of each celestial object in the initial moment of its existence, was equal to the mass of the
cosmic ether, from which it was formed vortex. Since the density of the ether is negligible, then the
mass of each of the newly formed vortex ether should be close to zero. Consequently, each celestial
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body in the history of its existence, increased its weight from "zero conditional" to these values. It is
worth noting an important condition - cosmic whirlwind unopposed, constantly maintained and
retains its original speed (see assumption. № 1). Therefore, the space whirlwind constantly
generates the same mass of substance. That is any celestial body increases the weight by a constant.
Modern studies customary slowing the Earth's rotation value 0.00002 seconds in each year (Journal
for the History of Astronomy (b. 39, page. 229, 2008). Then the relative increase in time for the
Earth's rotation around its axis is increased by a factor Kt.
Кt = (24 х 60 х 60 + 0,00002) х (24 х 60 х 60)-1 = 1+ 2,314 х 10-10
By increasing thetimefor onerevolution of the earthis inversely proportional tothe rotational
speeddecreasesVe.Then the relativedecrease in the rateof rotation ofKvcan be expressed as
Кv= Kt-1 = (1+ 2,314 х 10-10)-1(7)
Further calculationsare basedon the law ofconservation of angular momentumthe Earth's
rotationaround its axis.
M Vv Re = const
(8)
M -mass of the planet,
Vv -the speed ofrotation of the planet,
Re -the radius ofthe planet.
From equation(8)
M Vv Re = (Km M) (KvvVv) (Kre Re) = const
Where the coefficientsKm, Kvv, Kre -show the relativechanges in the valuesM, Vv, Re.
Hence
Km KvvKre = 1
(9)
Substituting (7) into (9) we obtain
KmKre = 1 + 2,314 х 10-10(10)
Planet mass(M),as well asits volume(V)is proportionalto the radius ofthe planetin the cube.
M ~ V ~ Re3 here
Kre3 = Km
(11)
Substituting (11) into (10)
Kr4 = 1+ 2,314 х 10-10
or
-10 1/4
Kr = (1 + 2,314 х 10 ) = 1 + 5,785 х 10-11(12)
Substituting (12) into (10) we determine the relative increase in themass of the Earth–
Km = 1+ 1,735 х 10-10(13)
To determine the absolutevalues of the physicalcharacteristics of the Earth
1.
At rotation speedof the Earthsurfaceat the equatorVv = 465,1m/sannualslowdown will
465,1 х 2,314 х 10-10 = 9,3 х 10-8 м/sek(14)
2.
When the radius ofthe EarthRe =6371000mannualincrease in the radiusof the Earth
6371000 х 5,785 х 10-11 = 3,7 х 10- 4 м или 0,37 мм/year(15)
or 37 cmin 1,000 yearsor 370m1 000 000years
Therefore,the earthdepositsat a depth ofabout 370mhave an averageage of the sedimentsmillion
yearsago.
3.
When the massof the EarthM =5.9736× 1024kgannualweight gain
5,9736 х 1024 х 1.735 х 10-10 = 1,036 х 1015 kg(16)
4.
IncreasedEarth
The surface area ofthe EarthSv =4MR2.Increasing the radius of-3.7 x10-4m
Then the volume ofthe Earthincreases by4 ПR2 х 3,7 х 10-4 = 4 х 3.14 х (6,371 х 106)2 х 3,7 х 10-4 = 1,886 х 1011 м3 (17)
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5.
Additional massdensity
P = 3,456 х 1014 х (1,835 х 1011)-1= 1883 kg/м3 (18)
Note.The absolute values ofthe abovecharacteristics of the Earthis only validinthe present historical
moment, as the speed, radius and mass of the planetare constantly changing.
4. MASS ANDAGEOF THE EARTH, ORBITAL AND RADIAL MOTION.
Earth's massis constantly increasingthe amount of(13)
Km = 1.735x10-10xM
No outside forcesact on theplanet.Therefore, legitimate to usethe law of conservationof angular
momentumof the Eartharound the Sun.
M Vo Ro = constwhere
Km K vo K ro=1
(19)
M -mass of the Earth
Vo -the orbital speedof the Earth
Ro -radius ofEarth's orbit.
Km, Kvo, Kro - rate of change in the Earth's mass units, the speed of its revolution around the Sun and
the orbit radius.
Accordingto Kepler's lawV ~Ro-1/2, we can write
Kvo = Kr-1/2(20)
Substitute (20) into (19)
Kro = Km-2 =(1 + 1.735 х 10-10)-2 = (1 + 3,47 х 10-10)-1(21)
Substituting (21) and (13) into equation (19) we obtain
Kvo = (KmxKro)-1 = (1 + 3,47 х 10-10) x (1+1.735 х 10-10)-1 = 1 + 1.735 х 10-10 (22)
Mass of the planetincreasesalwaysconstant.Therefore,by dividingthe massof the Earth onits
permanentannual increase(M x 1.735x10-10), we obtain the ageof the planet
Т = Mх (М х Km)-1 = M х (Mx 1.735 х 10-10)-1 = (1,735 х 10-10)-1 = 5,76 млрд. лет
Radioisotopedating (Dalrymple, G. Brent (2001). «The age of the Earth in the twentieth
century: a problem (mostly) solved». Special Publications, Geological Society of London 190: 205–
221)establishedthe ageof the planetsize of4.54billion years.It should be notedthat
theradioisotopedatingexploredonlythe surface layersof the planet.Therefore, the resultsof these
studies(age)can be attributedonly tothe samesurface layers.
The proposedmethod of determining theage ofthe planetconsideringas a singlephysical
object, which increases the reliabilityof its results.
Annualapproachingthe Earth's orbitto the Sun
RoxKro = 15 х 1010x 3,47 х 10-10 = 52,05 м/год
One revolution of theEarth around the sun(one year)is reduced by:
365,24 (сут) х 24 х 60 х 60 х 1,735 х 10-10 = 0,0054 сек/год
5 .PASTAND THE FUTUREOF THE PLANET
Calculation of physical properties in the past and in the future.
5.1
1 000 000 000yearsago.
-The rotationof the planet.
Mass of the planeta billion years ago-1,036x10 15(kg) x (4.76 x 109)(s)=4.93 x1024kg
Mass ratio- Km-1 =4.93 x1024/5, 97 x1024 =0,826
The relative change Earth radius- Kr-1 = (Km-1) 1/3= (o,826) 1/3 = 0.94
From equation (19), - Kv-1= (Kr x Km-1) -1 =(0.826 x 0.94) -1=1.288
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Absolutevalues of theplaneta billion years ago.
Since thevelocity of the planetwasmore than1,288timesin,
Lengthof daya billion years ago-18.6hours
Radius of the planetwasless than0.94times or
R-1 =6,371 х 106х 0,94 = 5,988 х 106 м.
Consequently, the forceof gravitywas greater in(0.94) -1/2 = (0.88) -1times.That is –
F-1 = 11,1 m
- Handlingthe planet
Using formulas20, 21,22 andKm-1 =0.826, we find:
-The relative decrease inorbital velocity(1billion years ago) –
Kvо-1 = 0,96
- The ratio ofthe radii ofKro-1=1.075
-Radius of the orbitbillion yearsago
Ro-1= R x Kro-1= 15 x 1010x 1,075 = 161,25 млн. км
The number of days(18.6 hours).Per revolution(one year)-527days.
5.2.After1 000 000 000 years in the future.
-The rotationof the planet.
Mass of the planeta billion years- 1,036 х 1015 (kg) х 6,76 х 109(years) = 7,0 х 1024 kg
Changing themasses- Km+1 = 7,0 х 1024/5,97 х 1024 = 1,173
The relative change radius of the Earth- Kr+1= (Km+1)1/3= (1,173)1/3 = 1,055
From equation (19), - Kv+1= (Kr+1 x Km+1)-1= (1,055 х 1,173)-1 = 0,81
The absolute values ofthe propertiesin the futureof the planetin a billionyears.
Sincethe rotation speed ofthe planetswill be less than0.81times, then
Length of the day-29.6hours
Radius of the planet- R +1 = 6,721x106 m
The gravitational forceF = 8,8 m
- Handlingthe planet
Using formulas20, 21,22 andKm +1 = 1,173,we find:
-The relative increase inorbital velocity(inbillion yearsin the future)
Kvо+1 = 1,042
- relation of orbital radiuses
Kro+1 = 0,92
-Radius of the orbit
Ro-1= R x Kro+1= 15 x 1010x 0,92 = 138 mln km
Duration of one turn(one year) -261.2day.
Note 1:The proposedcalculationof the radiusof Earth's orbitare valid onlyif theorbital plane
isconsidereda celestial body(the Earth) coincides with the center planeof the gravitationalaether
vortex. In the event ofthe orbital planeof the celestial bodyof the planegravitationaltorsionvortex
gravitation forceis reduced in proportionto the cube ofthe cosineof the deviation. A detailed
calculationof this dependenceis presentedin the theory ofvortex gravitation.
Orbitalplane ofthe Earth'sgravitydeviates fromthe planeby 1 degree.Consequently,the tops ofthe
smallsemiaxesearthorbitforceswirlsolargravitydecreases
by0.045%
in
comparisonwith
themagnitudeof gravity, whichwas determined bythe classical equations. Therefore, changing
theradius of the orbitof the Earthor the duration ofthe yearin the past orthe future,calculatedin this
articleactuallyhave smaller values.
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For large deviations ofthe orbitalplanesof anycelestial objectandthe long duration oftheir
existencecanremovethe orbitaltrajectories of these objectsfrom thecall center. Such removal(38mm
per year) is currently seen inthe moon.
6. CREATION OF SUBSTANCE OF THE PLANET
Most modern scholars explain the increased mass of the planet and meteorite dust flux of
cosmic matter on Earth. The magnitude of this cosmic matter is determined by researchers in the
order of several tens of thousands of tons (107kg) per year. In this paper we calculated that the
observed slowing rotation of the planet can only be achieved by increasing the mass of the planet at
1,036 x 1015 kg per year (16). This calculated weight exceeds the estimated mass of cosmic matter
that falls to Earth from space, hundreds of millions of times. Consequently, the total mass of cosmic
dust and meteorites falling annually on our planet, is negligible. Therefore, the study of increasing
the mass of the Earth, the mass of meteorites can be neglected and consider another source of
creation of matter.
Based on theprinciplesof vortex gravitation andcosmogony- the substanceof all celestial
bodies(elementary particles) create etherealvortices.
Consider theprinciplesof vortex cosmogony.
According to the theoryof ether-dynamics(V
AAtsurovskiy. General etherdynamics.Energoatomizdat. Moscow, Russia.1990. Page 278), the following parameters of the
ether:
-Pressure in thequiet, motionlessair–2x1032nm-2
-Ether density = 8.85x10-12kg\m3
On the basis ofequation (6)at a speed ofetherv0 = 4,75x1021Earth torsionpressureshoulddrop to
zero(Fig. 2).
We define theradius of the orbitof the Earth torsionwith zero pressure.
On the basis of equation (5) determine the rotational velocity of the ether on the Earth's surface is ve
= 1.277 x 1018 m/c. Transform equation (20) V20 / v2e = re / r0,
where
ve = 1.277х1018 м/c - The orbitalvelocity of the etheron the surfaceof the Earth
v0 = 4,75х1021 м/c – ether velocityin orbitwith zero pressure
re =6371000m -radius of the Earth
r0 -earthorbit radiusof the vortex,where thepressure is zero(noorbit).
Substituting the knownvalues ofv0, ve, re,definer0.
r0 =0,46 m
Zero pressurein the Earth'sorbitto anytorsionmeans cessationof ether motionon this orbit,
which caused reduction (increase) in ether pressureto the initial valuein the quiescent state- 2
x1032Nm-2.
Note. Meteorologists note full tranquillity (calm) in the center of tropical or sea storms. These
phenomena are called "a storm eye".
The sharp increase inpressurein the centralorbitstorsionin these areaswill createa
vortexantigravityforcedirectedfrom the center ofthe torsionof the orbitwith zero pressure(46cm).
Thus,on the above, the zeroorbitthe Earth torsion, on both sides,there are twohuge forcesoverthe
vortex gravitation. Fromequation (5) determine the gravitational force(F0)in the Earth'sorbitonthe
torsion barwith a radiusof 0.46m.
F0 = 1,9 x 1015 m
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Two opposite forces of gravity give rise to corresponding compression forces that cause the
seal over rarefied ether to super dense state. Thus, in the center of any cosmic torsion created over
dense core, which does not pass through it no radiation, including air. In the downtown core - the
emptiness. At the same time, the core material is impermeable barrier to the orbital rotation of the
ether on the orbits of the orbit below the outer surface of the core. When driving close to the
surface of the ether in its core flow turbulence arises, twist and many micro vortices. These micro
vortices similar planetary torsion, its own gravity pulls and seals the outer gaseous. In the center of
micro-torsions particle density reaches the nucleon density - 1017 kg/m3. It should be noted that the
establishment of micro-torsions occur at higher orbits the Earth torsion than the orbit of the
nucleus. Vortex gravitation force decreases with increasing orbit. This allows not only nucleons, but
also atoms. Continuously generated by the atoms of various substances in the central space of the
vortex, generate celestial bodies. Throughout the history of the mega all the heavenly bodies the
formation of atoms - continuous. Pouring into the magma, the newly formed atoms constantly
"feed" the heavenly bodies more weight. Magma periodically overflowing through the Earth's crust
cracks comes to the surface as lava. Geologists estimate the total mass of lava poured out a year
tens of cubic kilometers, or 1012 cubic meters. The average population density in the order of lava
103 kg\m3, its mass is measured about 1015 kg.
Consequently, the actual mass of lava poured out annually, representing an increase of mass
of the planet, according to the proposed settlement. This proves the accuracy of the proposed study
on
age
and
change
in
the
physical
parameters
of
the
Earth.
The mere appearance of the substance (lava) from the depths of the planet proves that the
substance appeared in the bowels of the earth, and was not delivered from space. This statement is
obvious as meteorites or a space dust can't get in a planet body.
Continuous creation of substance from ether in a planet possibly only at continuous inflow
of ether to the planetary torsion. We will determine the volume of ether necessary for creation of
1015 kg of planetary substance.
Increases in mass of Earth has to be equal to the mass of ether from which this additional
mass of a planet was created. If we share quantity of annual increase in mass of Earth into ether
density, we will determine the volume of ether which annually is required for substance weighing
1015 creation.
Ve = m/ = 1015 / 8.85 x 10-12 = 1,13 x 1026 m3
This volume corresponds to the volume of the erther's torsion with a radius of 1 million km
and with an axial thickness of 100 thousand km.
All of the above principles of vortex cosmogony apply to all celestial bodies in our
universe. The main conclusion of Chapter 6 - the substance is created by cosmic vortices of ether
inside of celestial bodies. Moving the matter in the universe from one celestial body to another has
only a minor character and the physical properties of celestial bodies affect.
Generatedinthe Earth's coreatomsofchemical elementsare constantlyoverwhelmedthis
kernelandcreate a giantpressureoverlying layersof the planet.This pressureexceedsin magnitude
theopposite directionto himthe gravitational pullof the Earth.Thus,the overlyinglayersof the
earthcontinuouslyshiftedby the lower layerstowards the surface. During this movement, the
chemical elementsat certain depthsenter thegeophysical processesand formwe allknown
inorganiccompound-rock, hydrocarbons, water, and othergases. At a certainmoment in history,
these depositsare close tothe earth's crust, or come to the surfaceof the Earth.Consequently,all the
necessaryhuman
civilizationminerals-inexhaustible.In
place
ofthe
exploredand
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develophydrocarbons, diamonds, gold and otherpreciousnatural resourcesfor humans, the Earth will
create newandthrust them out oftheirdepthinthe crustoronthe surface.
The proposed principles of inorganic matter, just as likely to apply to the creation of an
organic substance.Onlycertainearthformationsareextremechemicaland physicalconditionswhich
permitthe synthesis of organicmolecules and theircompounds.Obviously, on the surface of planets
create conditions impossible. Consequently, there can not be a synthesis of organic matter.
Organic matter, since its inception in the depths of the heavenly bodies, in certain historical
moments erupts on the surface of the Earth, together with inorganic substances. For the
development ofthe organic substanceto a variety ofanimal and plant speciesonthe Earth's
surfacerequires the existence offavorablenaturalconditions, primarily these includeoptimalvortex
gravitation forceon the surface ofthe planet andthe solar heatandlight exposure.
Not onlyplant and animal speciesemergedfrom the bowelsof the planet, but
alsopathogenicviruses and bacteria, as evidenced by the annals ofweatherdisastersand
epidemics.MessagefromThucydides(c.460-400BC)is known,that the epidemicthat ragedin
Atticabetween436
and427years.BC,accompanied
bystrong
earthquakes,
sea
floods,
droughtsandcrop failures.In Europe, after the eruptionof Etnain 1333, broke out"Black Death" - the
bubonicandpneumonic plague, bevel most of the populationof medieval Europe(about60 million). In
article(A.L.Chizhevsky"Epidemic catastrophes andperiodic activity ofthe Sun"(Mosсow,1930.172pp.)
A. Chizhevskynotednumerous cases ofthe relationshipof animal diseasesand plantprotection
andcatastrophicatmospheric phenomena.
Consequently, most commonly known to mankind world catastrophes (floods, glaciation,
pandemics, tectonic movements of the crust, etc.), as well as the emergence and transformation of
the atmosphere, hydrosphere, biosphere, topography and climate occurred and are occurring as a
result of emissions to the surface of terrestrial matter. Meteorites and cosmic dust have on the
development of the biosphere is only minor and insignificant impact.
The basis of all organic and inorganic matter - ether. For the development of air into living or
non-living body, that is, for their origin and evolution are necessary extreme conditions that can only
be created inside a celestial body and the corresponding vortex. Thus, space, ether vortices creators of all known forms and types of matter.
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